About U.S. District Court Judge Andres S. Hanen’s
ruling handed down in response to Obama’s DAPA executive order
I am only offering this to those I feel are educated enough to even begin to understand
the implications covered within it.
It is the legal document which recently blocked President Obama’s and Jeh Johnson’s
latest effort to allow an extra 4+ million illegals to live and work within the USA (vs. them
being rounded up and deported); as was often covered in the news soon after it was
issued. You can read it HERE:
http://www.TMI-America.com/TMI/Pdfs/Immigration-Ruling-TX-20150216.pdf
The ruling in question is not easy to read; it is about 60 pages and might take several
hours for one to read. BUT, it was extremely educational, covers quite a bit of legal
history and is well worth the effort.
It will be interesting to see who Obama cons into fighting this battle for him next. First
he somehow managed to “persuade” Janet Napolitano (the prior head of DHS) to
violate the Constitution and U.S. immigration laws, back in 2012, when she issued her
“executive order” (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals - DACA) to allow millions of
illegals to expose themselves and stay in the U.S.; as long as Obama is President
anyway. And now her replacement, Jeh Charles Johnson, is doing Obama’s bidding
for him, once again (via his Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful
Permanent Residents – DAPA). If either of them would have had any balls (something
nearly all Democrats lack) they would have told him, “My job is to enforce immigration
laws and keep this country safe and secure, not to break laws and allow illegals a way
to stay here as long as they want.” But, naturally, he did not appoint them because they
had any moral backbone. He appointed them because he knew they could be
manipulated just like all his other inner circle appointments.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janet_Napolitano
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeh_Johnson
Both Janet Napolitano and Jeh Johnson are nothing more than Obama servants
(actually suckers would be a better term) allowing him to break the law (like any mob
boss who gets his rocks off by having his attorneys do his bidding for him) without
exposing him directly to impeachment as a result (which is also indirectly explained
within this court order BTW).
The press irresponsibly claims that Obama, and only Obama, issued the 2012 DACA
and 2014 DAPA “executive orders” allowing (or trying to allow) the illegals to remain in
the U.S. without any threat of being deported. But, in fact, he has never issued either
order himself. Janet Napolitano and Jeh Johnson are the suckers who actually did all
the dirty work for him… just like Eric Holder does (did) for him from within the Justice

Department, by turning a blind eye to Obama’s every illegal move. Obama is chicken
shit all the way. He always has been and always will be.
Anyway…
The linked PDF file (see link above) is the rather long and complicated “opinion” and
“injunction order” which was recently handed down by U.S. District Court Judge Andres
S. Hanen (finally a judge with some guts and some brains) in the case of Texas, et al.
vs. USA (a.k.a. The Department of Homeland Insecurity’s Secretary JEH
JOHNSON). Take a crack at it if you are so inclined.
Chuck
P.S. In February 2015, Secretary Jeh Johnson dispatched a letter to law enforcement
leaders nationwide in which he threatened cuts in federal funding for crime fighting if the
U.S. Congress fails to fund President Obama's amnesty program for illegal immigrants
beyond the deadline of February 27. Johnson was challenged by a group of sheriffs
nationwide. Justin Smith of Larimer County, Colorado, remarked in opposition, "Let me
get this straight - the president believes he has the authority to nullify federal laws that
don't serve his personal agenda, but if Congress dares to exercise its responsibility of
controlling the purse strings, he will willingly hold public safety grants hostage just to get
his way?"

